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Plancofix Line
FLOOR DRAINAGE PUMP
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Shower pleasure - in a well-designed ambiance

The floor-level shower - the dream of all bathroom owners. The floor drainage pump 
Plancofix can be easily integrated in any existing building without the required 
gradient. It transports the shower water into the nearest existing drain, from where 
it flows down ii‘s own natural way.

  More than just elegant

Floor-level showers offer much more 
than just showering in an elegant am-
biance:

  User-friendliness  
Optimal for old or handicapped people. 
With no step reqired, they can enter the 
shower without any problems.

 A new spaciousness
Optimal for old or handicapped people. 
With no step required, they can enter 
the shower without any problems.

 Technically top
- Q max  for showers up to 
 20 l/min.

- H max  1.30 m

- Performance  30 W

- Installation depth  90 mm 
   (without insulation tray)

- Noise emission < 30 dB (A) 
   very quiet, therefore suitable for        
   apartment buildings         

- Sealing fleece according to DIN 18534
   Leak tightness class  W 3-I
   Tear strength class  R 3-I

  Centered on linear shower drain

We have extended the Plancofix range to the Plancofix Line. It features the following 
advantages: the floor tiler needs to integrate the slope into the shower drain direction 
only. Complicated tile cutting to lead the water into the drainage points drain is not 
more necessary. Due to its close top the wall installation of the floor drain, the showe-
ring person does not need to stand on it anymore.

Quick and easy tiling works at line drainage
because just one one slope direction is 
required. The channels themselves need a 
minimum slope to the center.

Plancofix Line

The shower channel comes with a lenght of 1.20 m and 
can easily be shortened to an individual length.

1.20 m


